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Product Description

Primo All-In-One Oval XL 400 Charcoal Ceramic 
Kamado Grill
The Primo All-In-One Oval XL 400 ceramic grill (PGCXLC) is one of Primos most popular ceramic grills and 
no wonder. It offers the largest cooking area, and Primos Patented Oval Design creates extremely high cooking 
flexibility and efficiency. The freestanding Primo PGCXLC Oval 400 is perfect as a primary grill or to 
complement your current gas grill, electric grill or smoker. With over 400 square inches of cooking surface, it's 
deceptively large when it comes to the amount of food that can be cooked on it. The All-In-One setup includes 
everything you need - a heavy-duty base with four-wheeled casters and two FDA food-safe side shelves. The 
Primo Oval XL 400 smoker is constructed of premium-?grade ceramics, a cast iron top vent, easy-?to-?read 
thermometer, two-?piece reversible porcelain-coated cooking grates, and a stainless steel lower draft door. 
Made in the USA this Primo Grill comes with a Limited Lifetime Warranty backed by a 20?-Year Guarantee on 
the ceramics. Primos Patented Oval Design delivers far more cooking flexibility than round standard-sized 
ceramic grills, by being able to simultaneously cook with two distinct cooking zones. Grill steaks on the direct 
side and roast tender foods like fish, seafood and vegetables on the indirect side at the same time without the 
tender food being overcooked and charred (indirect cooking for baking, roasting, and smoking requires the heat 
deflector racks and plates - sold separately). Let?s face it, most food is not round. The patented oval design 
creates an extremely efficient cooking space so you can cook more food at the same time. When it comes to 
adding a kamado grill to your backyard, look no further than the Primo All-In-One PGCXLC XL 400 Oval 
Extra Large Charcoal Ceramic Kamado Grill (PGCXLC)
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